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"If I were allowed only one weekly, it would be the TLS"
Tom Stoppard

As you might expect, that quote made us very proud...

For Tom - as for most of our readers - the Times Literary Supplement is, quite
simply, an indispensable weekly journal.

It is for readers and thinkers all over the world.  Individuals who have an insatiable
thirst for high quality cultural debate.  And people searching for those very special
books that give you so much - and tend to stay with you for ever.

If this describes you, then I think you're going to like the rest of this letter.

Save a massive 71% on the cover price, with 12 issues for only £12

There has never been a better time to try the TLS, or to treat a friend or loved one to a
gift subscription.  We have a superb trial offer of the world’s most lively literary
review, for only £12 for 12 issues (3 months), via direct debit.  This is an incredible
saving of 71% on the cover price.

Or, if you prefer, you could pay just £20 for 12 issues, via cheque or credit card,
which is still a fabulous saving of £22 off the cover price.

As a subscriber, you will enjoy the ‘Complete Works’ package, with each weekly
magazine delivered direct to your home or office.  And that's not all:  you will also
receive the digital edition on your iPad, Smartphone, Kindle Fire or Android
device, giving you the many benefits of the TLS, wherever you may be.

Unrivalled coverage of the latest and most important publications,
plus current theatre, opera, exhibitions and films

For over 100 years, the TLS has been acknowledged worldwide as an indispensable
read. It has always had a world-class team of contributors – from T.S. Eliot and
Virginia Woolf to Clive James and Ali Smith.

Our approach is global and our reputation supreme.  As Le Monde put it recently,
we have "no rivals".  Noam Chomsky, also spoke of the TLS in glowing terms, calling
it "provocative, stimulating, irritating, informative."

Certainly, if you are an individual who enjoys mental stimulation of the highest
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order, then the TLS is a must-read for you.

FREE access to the TLS Archive, going back to 1994

Our 'Complete Works' subscribers also enjoy FREE access to our comprehensive
back catalogue of articles in the TLS Archive, dating back to 1994.  This provides
valuable access to two decades’ worth of TLS book reviews, poems, essays, TLS
Blogs - and lively correspondence.

You will find our site to be very friendly and easy to search and use.

Subscribe today – and take advantage of this exceptional offer
which ends at midnight on November 31st

If you enjoy the written word and cultural debate – then there's never been a better
time to subscribe to the TLS. Why not take advantage of our fantastic trial offer of a
71% saving on the cover price?

Or, with the festive season coming up, why not treat that special person to a gift
subscription to the TLS?  It's a lovely gift that will last all year.

To take advantage of this exceptional offer, visit tlssubs.imbmsubs.com/OCTN15 or
call 01737 420116 quoting offer code OCTN15. Alternatively, if it's more convenient,
please complete and return the order form below.

But you'll need to be quick.  This offer closes at midnight on November 31st.

We look forward to welcoming you to the TLS 'family'.

With very best regards

Peter Stothard
Editor

P.S. Enjoy this wonderful offer of 71% OFF the cover price - and receive your print
and digital edition on your iPad, Smartphone, Kindle Fire or Android device,
wherever you may be. But you'll need to reply before midnight on November
31st. So, don’t delay, contact us today!


